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Empower Texans promotes unsigned mailer smearing Republican
judge in Paxton case

After prosecutors were successful in arguing “Team Paxton” may have tainted jury

pool in Collin County, the same campaign apparently moves down to Houston

A mailer coming from an anonymous source and promoted by Tim Dunn’s Empower Texans has

now been distributed to potential jurors in Houston knocking Tarrant County Judge George
Gallagher, the judge overseeing Attorney General Ken Paxton’s criminal trial on securities fraud

allegations.

The first class-stamped mailer questions Gallagher’s judicial track record and temperament, saying he

is “rigging the system, abusing power and playing politics all on our dime.”

The Start-Telegram’s Bud Kennedy first reported the mailers showing up in Tarrant County this

weekend.

Now, Quorum Report has learned the mailers are arriving at homes in Houston, where the Paxton

case was moved after prosecutors were successful in arguing there’s been a non-stop “crusade” by

“Team Paxton” to taint the jury pool in North Texas.

The mailer cites selected quotes from appellate court rulings and stories from the Dallas Morning
News and a new outfit called the Texas Monitor, which is Houston-based.

These mail pieces come to light as Judge Gallagher has refused to step aside as the presiding judge in

the case despite demands from Paxton’s legal team. His team also objected to Gallagher’s decision to

move the case out of Collin County and to Harris County after prosecutors expressed concern that an

ongoing smear campaign in Collin County, Paxton’s home base, potentially tainted the jury pool in

the Metroplex.

Both Paxton’s lawyer and the special prosecutors reside in Harris County.

In a post on Texas Scorecard, Tim Dunn’s spokesman Michael Quinn Sullivan wrote that Gallegher

is exposed by the mailer “around the state for his record of abuse and error in his courtroom.”

Sullivan also defended the senders of the unsigned mailer because they have long “taken a strong

editorial stance in support of those who choose to exercise their right to speak anonymously.”



Gallagher was first elected in 2000 and has been reelected with no or little opposition ever since, most
recently in 2016.

You can see a copy of the mail piece by clicking here.
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